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Abstract

Since mid-2014, crude oil prices have dropped precipitously. After averaging more than $100 per barrel in the first half of the year, West Texas Intermediate has plunged to less than $55 per barrel at year's end, about a 50% drop. This ranks as one of the largest oil price declines in history. And though it will result in economic winners and losers, on net it will be a significant positive for the global economy.
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Since mid-2014, crude oil prices have dropped precipitously. After averaging more than $100 per barrel in the first half of the year, West Texas Intermediate has plunged to less than $55 per barrel at year’s end, about a 50% drop. This ranks as one of the largest oil price declines in history. And though it will result in economic winners and losers, on net it will be a significant positive for the global economy.

This article addresses four broad questions:
1. What is the baseline outlook for oil prices?
2. What are the links between oil and the rest of the economy in terms of demand, supply, inflation and monetary policy?
3. What is the effect of oil prices on global, U.S. and regional economies under the baseline outlook for oil prices?
4. What would be the impact if oil prices were to remain lower for longer?

The article begins by exploring the factors that explain why oil prices have fallen, including the unexpectedly large recent growth in supply, weakness in global demand growth, the rising value of the U.S. dollar, and the perception that political uncertainty in global oil-producing regions has diminished, even though it is not completely gone. The discussion of these factors will underpin the baseline outlook that oil prices will remain low in 2015 but rebound steadily to more than $100 per barrel by 2018. The dynamics are that lower prices will slow the growth in oil supply at the same time that they lead to higher oil demand.

Next, the major linkages between oil and the overall economy are described. On the demand side, changes in oil prices result in significant changes in disposable income available for nonenergy consumer spending, qualitatively comparable to a tax cut or increase. On the supply side, the oil industry has become a larger segment of overall business fixed investment in the past decade, and the pace of such investment is sensitive to the oil price.

This paper then reviews the intersection of oil prices and inflation. Oil prices directly affect the top-line CPI and consequently will affect monetary policy deliberations regarding the normalization of interest rates.

Finally, the effects of lower oil prices on the U.S. economy are evaluated under alternative assumptions that would keep the price of oil subdued for several years running. This projection utilizes the Moody’s Analytics macro model, a large, multi-equation structural econometric model that links the various sectors of the U.S. economy. The regional pattern of impacts is projected using the Moody’s Analytics regional econometric models, which use the macro model results as inputs to apportion the effects across the regions. Most parts of the country will benefit from a lower oil price, since they are net consumers of energy. However, producing regions are at risk to decline. The experience of Texas in the 1986 oil price drop will be reviewed in this context.

Finally, commentary is provided on the effects of lower oil prices in the rest of the world.

Sharp declines in the past

The price of oil is especially volatile (see Chart 1). Three times during the past 35 years, the price of West Texas Intermediate crude has fallen by more than 40% (see Chart 2). The biggest decline was in the second half of 2008, when WTI fell from $133 per barrel on a monthly average basis to $40, a 70% drop. That was exclusively a demand-driven event associated with the rapid global contraction in the Great Recession.

An earlier large decline, starting in late 1985 and continuing through the first half of 1986, may compare more closely with...
current events. At that time, the per-barrel price fell from a bit higher than $30 to less than $12, a 62% decline. Then, as now, the U.S. economy had been recovering for several years from a deep recession, and supply-side rather than demand-side considerations were the major driver. In particular, the government of Saudi Arabia, the world’s major swing producer at the time, found itself in deficit and needed to boost production to meet its fiscal needs.

The supply side today

Moody’s Analytics estimates that approximately half of the recent decline in oil prices can be attributed to strong growth in global crude oil production concentrated in the U.S., Libya and Iraq (see Chart 3). U.S. oil production has risen by 677,000 barrels per day since June and 978,000 bpd since the beginning of the year, thanks to the continued development of oil-rich shale fields. The Eagle Ford and Bakken shale formations in Texas and North Dakota have been the biggest sources of U.S. oil production growth.

Furthermore, Libyan oil production has surged. Because of political infighting, the nation’s production in June was just 240,000 bpd, far below its level of 1.5 million before the 2011 revolution. But since June, the government has cut deals with rebels and protesters, allowing it to reopen oil fields and terminals. Libyan oil output briefly rose to 810,000 bpd before settling at 690,000 bpd. Libyan officials are expecting to boost production to 1.2 million bpd by early 2015.

Iraq’s oil production has risen by 200,000 bpd since the start of 2014, a remarkable feat in the midst of the rise of ISIS. Combined, the U.S., Libya and Iraq added 1.7 million bpd to global oil supply in 2014.

Perceived slowing global demand

New supplies have emerged at a time when expectations for global oil demand growth have slowed. In recent months, the International Energy Agency has cut its forecast for global oil demand in 2015 by 700,000 bpd (see Chart 4). Moody’s Analytics estimates that 30% of the decline in oil prices can be attributed to weaker than expected global demand.

Specifically, concerns about the global economy have widened over the past few months. Although China is expected to be the foremost driver of global oil demand over the next five years, its property prices are falling, and recent economic indicators have imperiled its target real GDP growth rate of 7.5%.

Moreover, the widening rift between Russia and the West has created a crisis in Russia, which almost assuredly will fall into recession in 2015. Europe’s growth is sluggish as well. The persistent focus on fiscal austerity, constrained credit flows, and a lack of structural reforms have kept alive fears of a triple-dip recession there.

Latin America is slumping as well, as both Brazil and Argentina have struggled to post any growth, and Mexico has not performed much better.

It is important to note that, up to this point, global oil demand continues to grow despite the dark clouds on the global economic horizon. But investors worried about future oil demand gains have flocked toward the exits.

Other factors

Moody’s Analytics estimates that appreciation of the U.S. dollar accounts for about 15% of the decline in crude oil prices (see Chart 5). The dollar has been strong because global weakness has led to yet another flight to the safe haven of U.S. Treasury securities. Since oil is priced in dollars, a stronger
U.S. dollar means that a lower oil price is needed to bring global supply in line with global demand.

Further, a small proportion of the decline in oil prices can be explained by the easing, or at least stabilization, of geopolitical tensions. In late June and early July, there was a legitimate concern that ISIS would topple Iraq’s government and throw the country’s oil production into disarray. But many countries have come to the aid of Iraq under the leadership of the U.S., extinguishing the imminent threat to Iraqi oil production. Moreover, the constructive and ongoing negotiations between the U.S. and Iran on its nuclear program have turned geopolitics into a downside risk for oil prices. An Iran-U.S. rapprochement would enable Iran’s investment-starved oil industry to ramp up production over time.

OPEC shifts strategy

OPEC has responded to falling oil prices by standing pat on production. Moreover, Saudi Arabian oil minister Ali al-Naimi vowed that OPEC would not cut production even if global prices fell to as low as $20 per barrel. This marks a stark departure from the aftermath of the 2008-2009 global recession, during which the cartel slashed production to prop up prices.

The difference this time around is the proliferation of U.S. shale drillers. By letting oil prices plunge, the Saudis hope to wring out less efficient oil producers. This strategy was not effective when oil prices fell to $80, but it became effective at $60 a barrel. Barclays estimates that 25 North American companies have already cut their capital spending budgets for 2015 by $12 billion.

The consequence of Saudi Arabia’s strategy is that the OPEC cartel has effectively ceased to play its familiar role of restraining production to buoy prices. A cartel cannot be effective without cooperation, and there is a gulf between the positions of fiscally unstable countries such as Venezuela and secure, efficient producers such as Saudi Arabia. OPEC cooperation has always ebbed and flowed, but the advent of U.S. shale production could mark a new chapter in OPEC’s willingness to support falling oil prices.

Recalibrating expectations

Moody’s Analytics has revised its 2015 outlook for the price of oil to reflect swift and appreciable deterioration in the balance between global supply and demand. Oil prices are now expected to average $56 per barrel one year from now, implicitly assuming that the glut will not disappear soon. However, supply has
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Moody’s Analytics has revised its 2015 outlook for the price of oil to reflect swift and appreciable deterioration in the balance between global supply and demand. The current baseline forecast projects WTI crude oil will cost $80 per barrel by this time next year, down from $114 in June 2014.

Is the IEA right?

In 2013, global oil demand outpaced supply by 400,000 bpd, but in 2014 supply was on track to outpace demand by 525,000 bpd. In the fourth quarter of 2014, according to IEA estimates, supply outpaced demand by 700,000 bpd, and its expectation is that the gap will widen in 2015 (see Chart 6). If it does, it will be difficult to envision a scenario in which oil prices rebound significantly from their current levels, especially because the U.S. dollar is expected to continue appreciating in 2015 (see Chart 7).

Since the IEA is the arbiter of the global oil market, its projections carry a great deal of weight. Market participants expect WTI crude oil will average $56 per barrel one year from now, implicitly assuming that the glut will not disappear soon. However, supply has
outstripped demand for a maximum of only six consecutive quarters dating back to 2001, even during the Great Recession (see Chart 8). If the IEA’s forecast came to pass, supply would be outpacing demand in at least eight consecutive quarters. The supply/demand balance will likely adjust more quickly.

**Not a normal market**

The oil industry adjusts whenever supply becomes out of sync with demand, but not in the same fashion as other industries because of differences in demand elasticities, resource constraints and input costs. Industries such as fast food and retail operate at razor-thin profit margins and have minimal pricing power, since any wholesale attempt to raise prices appreciably would drive away customers. In contrast, demand for gasoline, diesel, and other petroleum products is inelastic, allowing marginal revenues for crude oil production for many producers to be well above marginal costs. Whereas additional supply would come on line to compete away the profit margin for most other industries, the scarcity of crude oil reserves has long limited supply growth.

Thus, for the oil industry it does not make sense to cut production when prices decline as long as prices are still above breakeven extraction costs. Moreover, even when prices are below breakeven costs, many energy companies will still continue pumping from established wells to generate the cash flow needed to finance the debt that they took on to create the well. Lower oil prices do reduce oil exploration and production investment, however, to the extent that the capital costs of a project exceed its expected returns.

Historically, sharp oil price declines have drained investment and caused global oil supply to contract (see Chart 9). This occurred in each of the last two recessions, when prices fell below their breakeven costs. Reduced investment translated into lower production, typically with a three-quarter lag.

**Production growth will slow...**

It remains to be seen whether the $50 decline in prices will cause global oil supply to decrease, but it is certain to slow production growth. Drillers reduced their capital spending by about 20% in the price decline of 2008 and 2009. During that episode, prices fell by $115 to their daily trough from their $145 daily peak. Capital spending might have fallen even more, but oil companies were not making investments that were predicated on oil averaging $145 because oil prices had previously ramped up dramatically from $100 at the beginning of 2008. This limited the decline in investment. Moreover, profit margins were a lot wider.

The U.S. shale revolution has contributed to the thinning of industry-wide profit margins. Small and midsize drillers have greatly accelerated their operations over the past few years, driving up the costs of land, labor, fracking resources, drilling equipment and energy services. Meanwhile, infrastructure bottlenecks force shale operators to sell their oil at a discount to global benchmarks such as Brent crude oil, further compressing profit margins. As a result, some investment decisions were made that are uneconomical at today’s oil prices. It typically takes two to three quarters for declines in investment to result in lower oil prices.

In addition, depletion rates of shale oil wells in the U.S. are three times faster than for conventional oil wells. This means that new wells must be continually brought on line to compensate for the depletion of old wells and boost net production, and new wells require financing. However, financial intermediaries are far less willing to provide drillers credit when WTI is trading below $60 than when it is trading above $100. To complicate matters, a nontrivial number of small and medium-size drillers that have contributed to the breakneck pace of U.S. oil production growth leveraged their balance sheets to expand oil production. But yields in leveraged energy finance have doubled, and the share prices of many small, leveraged drillers have been cut by half. Moreover, the Federal Reserve has ceased its quantitative easing program, and robust macroeconomic data have pulled forward expectations of a funds rate increase, further exacerbating leveraged energy finance conditions.

To manage their substantial debt burdens, leveraged energy drillers are being forced to deleverage their balance sheets. The only way to do so is to cut capital spending, lay off workers, or sell assets. Companies are more likely to cut spending because they do not want to sell their assets into a buyer’s market. A number of small and midsize companies have already slashed their capital...
expenditure plans for 2015, some by more than 40%.

Large multinational oil companies will also trim their capital spending in response to lower prices. Conoco Phillips and Marathon Oil will cut their 2015 capital budgets by 20%; BP and Total also are trimming capital spending. Chevron and Shell have backed out of shale drilling in Ukraine, and Goldman Sachs estimates that almost $1 trillion of spending on future oil projects is at risk because of the oil price drop, with the most sensitive areas being high-cost areas such as Canada’s oil sands, the North Sea, and the Arctic Sea. Lower oil prices also complicate Mexico’s task of opening its energy sector to investment next year.

Big projects with poor economics, such as the $16 billion project that Total and Exxon are working on in Angola that will be profitable only at $70 per barrel, are difficult to stop. But the appetite for new large-scale projects has diminished. And smaller projects by leveraged companies will likely be the first to go. Weaker supply gains are the principal case for higher oil prices in the coming year (see Chart 10). Reduced investment will manifest itself in weaker production growth in the second half of 2015.

...And demand will rise

Although most of the adjustment needed to bring the oil market back into balance will come from the supply side, lower oil prices will also boost global oil demand. Even though gasoline demand is fairly inelastic, it is not completely so. In the U.S., a 10% decline in gasoline prices boosts gasoline consumption by 1%. Since prices have fallen by 33% from their peak, this rule of thumb suggests that the nation’s gasoline demand will rise by 3.3% on account of lower gasoline prices. Lower gasoline prices are the main channel through which lower oil prices benefit the U.S. economy.

Globally, it takes a 15% decrease in crude oil prices to cause oil consumption to rise by 1%. The global economy’s price elasticity of oil demand is lower than that of the U.S. because many emerging-economy governments manipulate energy prices by fixing them or offering subsidies. These actions in many cases decouple global oil prices from petroleum product prices in emerging economies.

Indeed, just in the last few months, India moved to halt diesel subsidies and raise taxes on gasoline and diesel. In China, gasoline and diesel prices cease to closely track oil prices at around $80 per barrel. Actions such as these will dampen the degree to which lower oil prices flow through to consumers. Nonetheless, oil demand will rise because of lower oil prices in emerging and developed economies.

Independent of lower oil prices, emerging-economy industrialization will continue to be the primary catalyst for rising global oil demand. China’s passenger car sales have risen from 500,000 per month in January 2006 to 1.7 million units, achieving a rise of 340%, far above the 111% growth rate of China’s overall economy over the past eight years (see Chart 11).

Moreover, the global economy is expected to firm up in 2015. Moody’s Analytics estimates that it expanded at 1.8% in the first half of 2014, but growth is expected to accelerate to 3% in 2015 (see Chart 12). The combination of lower oil prices, industrializing emerging economies, and stronger economic gains will ensure that global oil demand rises in 2015.

The baseline outlook: Oil prices rebound in 2015

Moody’s Analytics expects the price of WTI crude oil to rise throughout 2015, reach-
Links between oil and the economy

Numerous crosscurrents must be considered when calculating the effect of oil price declines on the prospects of the U.S. economy. Oil price declines act as a tax cut, enabling consumers to spend a greater percentage of their incomes on nonenergy goods and services. Every 1-cent decline per gallon in gasoline prices frees up $11 billion in spending over the course of a year. If the $60 decline in oil prices is sustained over the course of a year, lower oil prices would free up $165 billion for nongasoline expenditures. Households would also benefit from lower heating oil and diesel prices, freeing up an additional $50 billion. Furthermore, since the U.S. is still a net oil importer, lower oil prices reduce the nation’s trade deficit.

Compelling as they are, these two factors have no bearing on the rate of real U.S. GDP growth. When it comes to national income and product accounting, the Bureau of Economic Analysis counts every real dollar of spending the same, regardless of whether that dollar is spent on gasoline or healthcare. Moreover, the nominal trade deficit is irrelevant to real GDP growth, which strips out spending prompts businesses to increase investment and hire more workers. Businesses also benefit from lower input costs and thus higher profit margins, especially those for which oil is a major input cost. These include transportation, agriculture and manufacturing companies.

On the downside, lower oil prices are a stark negative for U.S. drillers, which have historically responded by cutting capital expenditure and laying off workers. The oil and gas sector had been adding jobs at a rate of 35,000 per year, but it could shift to a similar sized drag this year. Moreover, some oil rigs will be idled in 2015. And rig rates, which are the amount of money that drillers pay to lease rigs so that they can establish new wells, have already fallen by 10%. Nominal capital expenditure on oil exploration and production fell by 20% during the Great Recession, and it is on pace to fall by a similar amount this time around. Lower oil prices also curb tax revenue collections for state governments, which will have to respond by cutting spending or raising taxes.

On net, though, lower oil prices are an unambiguously positive for the U.S. economy. Even when accounting for the indirect jobs tied to the energy industry, two jobs will be created in nonenergy industries for every energy-linked job that is lost. Corporate profits also get a net boost, although the positives are diffused among a greater number of businesses than the negatives. Because of the preeminence of lower inflation in the lower oil price equation, each $10 decline in oil prices boosts U.S. real GDP growth by 0.15 to 0.2 percentage point per year. If oil prices come in as expected this year, real GDP growth would be boosted by 0.5 percentage point.

Lower oil prices also carry implications for monetary policy. The stronger growth they generate would argue for tighter monetary policy, but the reductions in inflation would argue for looser monetary policy. In an environment in which annual growth in the personal consumption expenditures deflator could fall to 0.6% by midyear, far below the Federal Reserve’s preferred level of 2%, lower oil prices are more likely to result in a more accommodative monetary policy rather than tighter policy.

Oil and the baseline outlook

The U.S. economy was already projected to accelerate in 2015 prior to recent events. Some sectors will now get an added boost while oil prices are low. Specifically, the increase in disposable income will support additional consumer spending. However, any net impact on real GDP growth will be tempered by the higher value of the U.S. dollar, which will limit growth in exports.

Gains will be slower in oil-producing areas of the country, but they should avoid recession.

There are four reasons for the relatively sanguine forecast. First, the baseline presumes that global demand for oil will firm as the gap between supply and demand closes, leading to the rebound in prices. As a consequence, production and exploration will stabilize.

Second, major producing regions such as Texas—and Houston in particular—are more industrially diversified than in the past. The Moody’s Analytics diversity index for Houston has trended up since the mid-1980s. The current reading for Houston of 0.6 means the metro area is about 60% as diverse as the U.S. economy (see Chart 13). For reference, well-diversified metro areas such as Dallas and Chicago are at about 0.8, financially concentrated San Francisco and New York are at about 0.6, and Seattle is much lower at 0.38 because of the high concentration of the aerospace industry. The additional diversity in Houston is reflected in the
The implication is that a decline in any one industry is less likely to cause the entire metro area economy to decline. In the case of Texas and Houston, although mining employment is likely to decrease significantly, the state and metro area should continue to grow overall. The Moody's Analytics baseline forecast for 2015 employment and output growth in Houston, while positive, is now half of what was projected early in the fourth quarter of 2014. The risks are even greater for smaller energy-focused metro areas such as Midland and Odessa, whose diversity indexes remain below 0.2.

Third, the housing markets of the Texas and Houston economies are in better shape than those of many areas around the country. House prices rose at an above-average pace in 2014, and the inventory of homes for sale is the lowest in more than 25 years (see Chart 14). Population growth that is well above the national average in Texas and Houston alike implies that demographic demand for housing will continue to grow. Further, as in the past, affordability is comparable to the national average in Texas and Houston.

Fourth, the breakeven cost of drilling in Eagle Ford has been estimated at $50 to $57 per barrel.1 Further, the breakeven cost itself can decline as productivity improvements in drilling disseminate and oil-field services businesses compromise on fees in the climate of lower oil prices.

What if the price of oil stays low?

The Moody’s Analytics baseline outlook projects a steady rebound in the price of oil, based on the assumption that strengthening global demand will outpace growth in supply. But what if this assumption does not play out as projected?

An alternative scenario has been created using the Moody’s Analytics macro model to assess what would happen if oil prices were to stay in the current general range for the next several years. This scenario assumes that oil prices would stay at around $60 per barrel continuously through the end of 2017. The fundamental basis of this low-oil-price scenario is that recent and prospective increases in supply are greater than previously expected.
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anticipated, demand growth will be weaker than expected, and new supply will more than offset the rise in demand. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

Although its oil industry is larger than those of most other nations, the U.S. is a net importer of oil, and the nonoil share of its economy is far greater than in major petroleum producers such as Saudi Arabia, Canada, Russia, Mexico and Venezuela. Consequently, although lower oil prices cause a decline in oil exploration and production, the effect on the rest of the economy is positive.

One factor resulting from the model-based result is that inflation, as measured by the top-line CPI, would be 1 percentage point lower than in the baseline outlook over the course of 2015.

In terms of real economic activity, the extended lower oil prices of the scenario also extend the boost to consumer spending on nonoil goods and services and further reduce energy costs overall for industrial production. As a result, on an annual average basis, real GDP growth in 2015 is 0.5 percentage point greater than in the baseline forecast; in 2016, GDP growth exceeds the baseline rate by 0.8 percentage point. By the end of 2017, the level of real GDP is 1.7% higher than in the baseline.

However, the energy industry itself contracts, with oil exploration and related employment declining over the course of 2015 and 2016. Oil production also falls somewhat during this time.

The scenario assumes that oil prices would ultimately begin to rise again in 2018, and as a result, overall real GDP growth would decelerate back to the baseline path over the ensuing several years. Specifically, the assumption is that oil prices rise at a rate close to the CPI and ultimately return to the baseline level by the end of 2024. The basis for this assumption is the long-run historical observation that although oil prices are volatile, since the end of the 1970s the inflation-adjusted price of oil has trended neither up nor down.

A benefit to most U.S. regions...

Most regions of the country would benefit if oil prices were to stay persistently low, because less disposable income needs to be spent on gasoline and other forms of energy. In particular, regions with an above-average proportion of disposable income spent on gasoline would benefit the most. These include South states outside of the Oil Patch, and the Mountain West (see Chart 15).

Additionally, regions that engage in energy-intensive manufacturing would also be buoyed (see Chart 16). The industrial Midwest is the prime example, but so are automakers in the mid-South. Besides lower costs of production, automakers could expect additional growth in demand for new vehicles. Moreover, even in the Oil Patch, downstream producers of refined products and petrochemicals should see rising profit margins.

Ultimately, the Northeast and Midwest would benefit most from a sustained dip in oil prices (see Chart 17). Only about 0.1% of output in those regions is tied directly to oil and gas extraction, compared with nearly 3% in the South and more than 1% in the West. Given the Midwest’s reliance on energy as a manufacturing input and the large energy cost disadvantage that plagues the

Table 2: U.S. Macro S8 Scenario—Difference From Baseline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>18Q2</th>
<th>18Q3</th>
<th>18Q4</th>
<th>19Q1</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
<th>2020</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross domestic product</td>
<td>bcw$</td>
<td>298.0</td>
<td>289.2</td>
<td>277.3</td>
<td>261.8</td>
<td>278.2</td>
<td>290.8</td>
<td>228.1</td>
<td>121.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%AR</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal budget</td>
<td>$ bil</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>261.1</td>
<td>329.8</td>
<td>333.4</td>
<td>274.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total employment</td>
<td>mil</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%AR</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light vehicle sales</td>
<td>mil, SAAR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%AR</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential housing starts</td>
<td>mil, SAAR</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%AR</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median existing-home price</td>
<td>$ rhs</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%YA</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumer price index</td>
<td>%AR</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal funds rate</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasury yield: 10-yr bond</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate profits with IVA &amp; CCA</td>
<td>$ bil</td>
<td>515.3</td>
<td>511.0</td>
<td>500.2</td>
<td>485.4</td>
<td>442.0</td>
<td>508.3</td>
<td>453.7</td>
<td>347.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%YA</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>1941=10</td>
<td>158.6</td>
<td>152.8</td>
<td>142.6</td>
<td>130.4</td>
<td>142.7</td>
<td>153.2</td>
<td>106.3</td>
<td>36.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change</td>
<td>%Y</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-2.3</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Moody’s Analytics
Northeast, both regions are well-positioned to capitalize on inexpensive oil. The sustained low-oil-price scenario would lead to an additional $75 billion of overall output in each of those regions over the next three years.

...But energy regions would be hurt

The regions of the country that depend most heavily on energy exploration and production are at the greatest risk of decline if oil prices stay low (see Chart 18). Typically, these are in the states with the largest numbers of active drill rigs (see Table 3). But there are only six states for which the ratio of energy production to gross state product is 8% or more (see Table 4), with three of them in the South.

In crafting the low-oil-price scenario, Moody's Analytics examined the extent to which oil production rose in states during the shale oil revolution. Because of the faster depletion of shale oil wells, investment must be constantly replenished, leaving shale-exposed segments of the country more susceptible to declines in investment resulting from lower oil prices. Moody's Analytics also considered the economics of oil extraction among the major shale players. Investment declines will be more pronounced in places where extraction costs have fallen below producer prices.

Since the beginning of 2005, the increase in U.S. crude oil production can be attributed to six states: Texas, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico and Wyoming. They bear the brunt of the declines in energy extraction employment in the low-oil-price scenario. Texas and North Dakota were assumed to have the lowest average extraction costs, at around $65 per barrel, and Colorado and Wyoming were assumed to have the highest costs, at around $75 per barrel.

After all of these factors are taken into consideration, Texas is hit far harder in the low-oil-price scenario than any other state. Just more than half of the decline in national extraction employment would be in Texas, with all other states below 10%. Most of the states behind the shale boom lose around 20% of their employment in natural resources and mining in the low-oil-price scenario, which is quite harsh considering that national industry employment fell by 15% during the Great Recession.

The energy patch’s reliance on energy production would cause output to slip by more than $40 billion relative to the baseline from 2015 to 2017. Reduced oil prices would

---

2 Texas accounts for two-thirds of the increase in U.S. crude oil production growth since 2005.

3 Extraction costs vary tremendously in states, and even within the same metro area, depending on the idiosyncrasies of the geology in question.
be a net positive for the West, but the magnitude of the increase in output would pale in comparison with that in the Northeast and Midwest, given the West’s significant drilling presence.

All eyes on Texas
Driving the South’s vulnerability to a protracted oil price decline is the severe impact of such a scenario on Texas. The state accounts for nearly 60% of oil and gas drilling GDP, nearly 10 times more than the next highest state. Over the past five years, output has risen from about 1 million bpd, or 20% of the national total, to 3.4 million bpd, the highest in 30 years and more than 35% of the national total. The strong growth reflects the striking success of shale drilling in Eagle Ford and the Permian Basin.

Furthermore, during the late-1985 supply-side shock the Texas economy went into recession even as the U.S. economy continued to grow steadily (see Chart 19). The recession in Houston, the epicenter of the Texas energy industry, was especially deep. The unemployment rates of both Houston and Texas rose by 2 percentage points even as the national rate declined. Moreover, the decline in Texas’ energy industry spread to the rest of the economy (see Chart 20).

For Texas, as for the nation, exploration, rather than production, is the factor most sensitive to the price of oil (see Chart 21). During the 2008-2009 oil price cycle, when the price declined 70%, the number of active drill rigs in Texas fell sharply (see Table 3). The state’s energy output also dropped, though from a much higher base (see Table 4).
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The concentration of exploration varies greatly across Texas’ metro areas and has shifted only slightly since 1986 (see Chart 23). The concentration has risen in Midland and Odessa because of the success of shale drilling in the Permian Basin, and in Corpus Christi and Victoria because of similar success in Eagle Ford. Among the larger metro areas, Houston, Corpus Christi and, to a lesser extent, Fort Worth have the highest concentrations. Fort Worth’s is because of the prominence over the past decade of the Barnett Shale, a natural gas deposit that will not be much affected by changes in the price of oil. Dallas, Austin, San Antonio and El Paso have concentrations no higher than the national average. It is noteworthy, however, that San Antonio’s concentration has increased somewhat because of its proximity to oil-rich Eagle Ford.

Because so much of the state economy revolves around oil, most Texas metro areas would suffer in the face of a prolonged oil price slump. Houston would lose the largest volume of output of any metro area because of its size and its exposure to the energy industry. Its gross metro product would fall by up to 7% relative to the baseline and the metro area would fall into recession this year. This can be traced not only to reduced oil production but also to a decline in the metro area’s professional services, which rely heavily on demand from the energy industry. The Dallas and Fort Worth economies would also suffer, but the impact would be mild in comparison with Houston’s.

Because of relatively high industrial diversity and strength in other industries, Texas’ large metro areas would avoid falling into recession. Some of the smaller ones, however, would not be so lucky. In Midland and Odessa, which are more energy-dependent than anywhere else in the country, output would decline by double digits relative to the baseline, plunging both into recession.

Other energy states feel the effects

Although Texas is most vulnerable to an oil price slump, the impact on drillers would by no means be isolated to that state. The boom in North Dakota would slow further, with nearly $10 billion of overall output shaved from the state’s baseline forecast over the next three years (see Chart 24). This would push the state into recession by the second half of 2015, shifting it from

Chart 21: Exploration Highly Sensitive to Prices

Chart 22: Production Fell Less Than Exploration
one of the nation’s fastest-growing economies to one of its slowest.

Other states projected to suffer a steep decline in this scenario include Alaska, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Wyoming (see Table 5). West Virginia, although not a major player in oil drilling, would also suffer as coal and gas become less attractive as substitutes. Some large energy states such as Colorado and Louisiana will be insulated by the resilience of their large metro areas. Denver benefits from relatively high industrial diversity, while mining plays only a small role in the New Orleans economy. Among the most vulnerable non-Texas metro areas are Oklahoma City, which is highly dependent on the energy industry, and Farmington NM, which would likely slide into recession if oil prices remain low for an extended period.

Global impacts

Just as in the U.S., the global winners from lower oil prices will be oil-consuming nations and the losers will be oil producers. Europe, in particular, stands to benefit, as it is one of the largest global regional consumers of energy (see Chart 25). Oil accounts for about a third of total European energy demand (see Chart 26). Moreover, outside of Norway, the U.K. and Russia, the region is a net oil importer.

However, Europe will receive less of a stimulus from lower oil prices than the U.S. for four primary reasons. First, taxes or duties on gasoline in Europe are more than half the
total price of gasoline (see Chart 27). Consequently, the 50% decline in the price of oil will result in a far smaller percentage decline in the price of gasoline in Europe than in the U.S., where the price has fallen by about one-third.

Second, crude oil is priced in dollars in international markets, and the euro has fallen sharply against the dollar in recent months. Hence, the decline in the price of oil in euros has been much less.

Third, lower oil prices will have a negative effect on overall actually occurring inflation in Europe, as measured by the CPI (see Chart 28). As a result, inflation expectations would also be lower. Under other circumstances, that might not be a problem, but over the past year the risk has risen for a deflationary spiral in the context of weak aggregate demand (see Chart 29). Consumers could misinterpret an outright decline in the CPI that was caused by lower energy prices as a reflection of such a spiral and then hold back their spending as a result.

Fourth, the decline in oil prices will harm the economy of Russia—a major energy producer—and may worsen the political uncertainty already in place because of the conflict with Ukraine. The combination of the conflict and lower oil prices has resulted in a sharp depreciation of the ruble, and that has contributed to an abrupt increase in inflation. The Russian central bank has responded by hiking its policy rate to 17%. Russia is expected to go into recession in 2015, and if it is deeper than expected, the contraction could limit the pace of Europe’s rebound.

In general, the countries that will benefit the most from lower oil prices are big oil importers that have minimal oil-producing sectors. At the top of the list are Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, India and Japan, whose net oil imports as a share of real GDP are the highest among countries. China is not too far behind. Even though it produces more crude oil than Iraq, Iran or Canada, it is the world’s top oil importer.

In some emerging economies, however, government policies are dampening the economic benefit of lower oil prices. Asian governments, including Indonesia, Malaysia and India, are cutting subsidies to energy prices, which is a long-term positive for the countries’ economies, but it prevents the full stimulus of lower oil prices from flowing through to consumers. Moreover, gasoline and diesel prices in China are set by the government, and they stop closely tracking oil prices at around $80 per barrel, essentially providing a price floor.

As a whole, Asia will benefit from lower oil prices. All Asian countries except for Malaysia are net oil importers. Heavy manufacturers, which require a great deal of energy, will benefit even more from lower input costs. This will especially benefit countries
such as Thailand, South Korea and the Philippines. Moreover, Asia’s exporters will receive an indirect boost from increased consumption in the U.S. and Europe. Almost half of the contribution to real GDP growth in emerging economies will result from stronger external demand.

Latin America is a net loser when oil prices fall. Venezuela, Mexico, Colombia and Ecuador are large net oil exporters. If prices remain low, these countries will lose about $50 billion in export revenues over the next year. Venezuela, the hardest hit, stands to lose the equivalent of 10% of its GDP in oil revenue exports if prices stay near current levels, according to recent reports. About 97% of Venezuela’s export revenue comes from oil.

Ecuador’s loss could equal 3.9% of GDP, while Colombia will suffer a 2.6% loss and Mexico 0.9%. The decline in income will slow GDP growth in 2015 as governments are forced to cut spending and currencies depreciate.

The net impact of cheaper oil will not be significant in Peru, Argentina and Brazil, which are largely self-sufficient. Brazil could suffer from the same decline in capital expenditure that will burden the U.S., however. Net oil importers such as Chile, Uruguay, Honduras and Nicaragua are winners.

Far and away the biggest losers are OPEC countries and Algeria, Kazakhstan and Russia. Angola’s net oil exports are close to 70% of GDP, topping that of any other country. Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Iraq and Qatar are not far behind. On average, a 20% decline in oil prices reduces real GDP growth in emerging-market oil-exporting countries by 1 percentage point.
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